Rice today is food to half the world’s population. Its history is inextricably entangled with the emergence of colonialism, the global networks of industrial capitalism, and the modern world economy. The history of rice is currently a vital and innovative field of research attracting serious attention, but no attempt has yet been made to write a history of rice and its place in the rise of capitalism from a global and comparative perspective. *Rice* is a first step toward such a history. The 15 chapters, written by specialists on Africa, the Americas, and several regions of Asia, are premised on the utility of a truly international approach to history. Each one brings a new approach that unsettles prevailing narratives and suggests new connections. Together they cast new light on the significant roles of rice as crop, food, and commodity, tracing how it shaped historical trajectories and interregional linkages in Africa, the Americas, Europe, and Asia.
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Foreword

Giorgio Riello

“We can’t stop buying rice just because it is expensive. Maybe, we will increase our roti consumption.” The words are those of Damini Gupta, an Indian housewife interviewed by The Times of India at one of the many malls in Bangalore while buying provisions in January 2013. Comments left on the “readers’ opinion” provided further opinions on the matter. While some prompted other readers to change their consuming habits – “switch to wheat” said one of them as it is good for diabetes – most of the 17 comments hinted at wider issues: “how many quintals of rice is rotting due poor infrastructure in another comic situation,” one of them said. Another was vociferous that “we should stop giving loans to Farmers.” Others thought it a government conspiracy and a “mismanagement by terrorist Kangress [sic]” or simply a failure on the part of the state. Praveen from Mangalore argued for a wider political economy perspective: “the govt lifted ban on export of nonbasmati rice 6 months back. It’s time to impose it back, we export and our people suffer. Now onion prices also increased.” Jaideep Shenoy, also from Mangalore, put jokingly: “If the people can not have rice, they can have cake instead. :).”

Anyone who thought that “rice is easy” might change one’s mind by reading the pages of The Times of India. Today, as five centuries ago, rice is a complex topic. It is not just a staple in the diet of billions of people but also one of the most important crops in the world. Yet, unlike cod, salt, or chocolate among the foods and beverages, and indeed silk, cotton, silver, or even copper among the globally traded commodities, rice has so far evaded both popular and scholarly analyses on a world scale. Until the recent increase of the price of rice – and indeed many other staple foodstuffs such as coffee and sugar – few popular accounts had ever given a thought to rice

beyond the idea that it is the food of Asia par excellence. This stereotypical view of rice contrasts with a rather complex history as conveyed in this book in at least two major ways. First, rice is not a crop or a commodity of just one area of the world. Throughout its history, the cultivation, trade, and consumption of rice has affected vast parts of Asia, Africa, and the Americas. In China rice started to be cultivated more than 10,000 years ago; it was also domesticated very early in South and Southeast Asia, where its cultivation spread widely through antiquity. It was grown in Europe by the tenth century CE and was introduced to the Americas in the early sixteenth century as part of the so-called Columbian exchange. By the precolonial period, rice cultivation was widespread in West Africa.

Italians like their risotto and the Japanese their rice *nuka*; Caribbean cuisine is famous for its coconut rice with beans; and any Indian meal is incomplete without rice. Therefore, one could think of a global history of rice as something that is cultivated and consumed in different parts of the world. Yet, this might be a simplistic or simplified view. A second feature of the complex story of rice is that—as for many other commodities—it does not come in only one standard variety. There are at least three distinct species of rice, and within each species there are hundreds of types depending on cultivation and suitability to different purposes. Indeed, as the introduction to this book reveals, variety is just one of the reasons that makes “rice resist any easy reification.” Rice is a “varied commodity” that relies on a diverse range of systems of cultivations, organizations of labor, gender relations, and so on. Indeed as *The Times of India*’s article shows, rice is at the core of people’s consumption habits, it is a concern of the state, a commodity whose production requires heavy infrastructural investment, and a product that competes with other foods worldwide.

The challenge faced by the editors and contributors to this volume is at once that of recovering the complex history of rice in its long and geographically diverse history; and to convey it in a clear and concise way. This is no easy task. As the field is vast, they collectively decided to follow William McNeill’s suggestion that scholarship of a global nature needs to know what “to leave out.” This book, therefore, focuses on the last five centuries. This is no random choice as the “discovery” of the Americas at the end of the fifteenth century reshaped the contours and redesigned the relational logic between different world areas. In the past two decades world and global historians have produced a vast array of studies addressing how the past half a millennium generated many of the structures, challenges, and achievements that dominate the debate over our present-day globalized world. Globalization has become an everyday expression signifying the increasing interconnectedness of the world. The awareness that globalization is not just a recent phenomenon but has slowly emerged over the centuries has been one of the key themes embraced by global history. Economic historians, in particular, have been interested in understanding not just how the
economic connectedness of the world affected people’s lives, but also the disparities of wealth across different world areas. A second concern has, therefore, been what is called “divergence”: the different paths of economic development that saw the West industrialize while most of Asia and Africa lagged behind.

The language and concerns of economic history that dominate debates over globalization and divergence have been influential in the shaping of narratives of a global type. However, the past decade has seen the emergence of a global history that is more multidisciplinary and addresses topics that are not limited to economic development. At least three of these new areas are relevant for this book. First, the history of science and technology now engages with the importance of embedded knowledge, of different “epistemic cultures” and of the transmission of useful and reliable knowledge across world areas. Second, commodities have become a way to reflect on commercial but also material and cultural contact across time and space. Moving beyond the traditional remit of the history of trade, commodities are today a way of considering complex global processes that link together resources, technologies, manufacturing, exchange, power, and the agency of states and consumers. Finally, there is an emerging body of scholarship on global consuming practices. From the work of Brewer and Porter and de Vries for Europe, several world areas are crafting sophisticated studies on consumer behavior, the importance of exotic and foreign goods, and on consumers’ tastes and preferences that will hopefully result in a global reconsideration of the very meaning of consumption.

The analysis of these new trends in global history could continue. My point here is that this book challenges easy pigeon-holing. Francesca Bray in the introduction to Part I asks “What happens when we reframe the well-worn production-focused debates that have structured standard readings of economic history to incorporate evidence about consumer tastes, peasant agency, the ideological dimensions of technical choice, or the resistance of pollen to human control?” Indeed, what happens when well-known approaches are scrutinized with fresh eyes? It turns out that a more eclectic approach might be needed. The choice made here is not to reduce the story of rice to simply one of economic development; or one of agrarian knowledge and associated technologies; or one of a commodity called “rice”; or indeed one of a foodstuff consumed across the world. Embracing only one of these perspectives would not “do justice” to rice, but would also limit the potential of this study and its contribution to global history. Global Rice rather than being “exclusive,” engages with different bodies of literature, and by doing so it connects debates and problems that have so far been seen as separate.

So far so good, but how are good intentions translated into action and even more importantly, good results? First, one of the ambitions of this book is to bring together distinct discourses without denying their specificity, their logic and their heuristic importance. The point here is not, as for many popular...
accounts, to narrate a unified history of rice across time and space, but to consider histories of rice through their connections, their entanglements and at points through comparative methodologies of analysis. The Green Revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, for instance, was a drive to purify farming landscapes across the world. Yet, knowledge and ideology stemming from Western labs came to create different vectors of change in places such as China, Southeast Asia, and India. While their histories are connected and in dialogue with each other they also show profound contrasts. The same could be said of the nature and power of institutions, of gender, race, and class relations in riziculture, of the relationship between endogenous and exogenous forces in each world area, of the role of the state, of labor relations, and the like.

A second important factor underpinning this project is more of a practical nature. The premise of the intellectual endeavor that supports this work has been rather different from traditional ways of organizing scholarship. Rather than gathering a group of scholars, each of whom attempts to construct a separate argument that is exclusive of any other alternative interpretations, in this book contributors admit the limitations of their interpretations and “compare notes” with each other. Some might object that scientific labs have long worked on the principle of collaboration – teamwork as it is called. Yet, historians are less acquainted with such ways of drafting scholarship. It is only in recent years that large collaborative research projects have made an entrance in the historical arena, frequently at great expense of public money. More well-known is the format of the edited book, often the result of a conference or series of workshops gathering together like-minded people to discuss a topic or problem. The result is in-depth analysis: a collective work of excavation that drills deep across the vast surface of history often limiting the field to narrow temporal and geographical coordinates. In this sense, Global Rice is very different from an edited volume. As observed earlier, it covers broad geographical and temporal coordinates, spanning at least four continents and several centuries. And more importantly, its aim is to connect different themes, methodologies, and even disciplines.

The ways in which this book has been conceived is not its only point of distinction. The field of global history has addressed vast temporal and spatial expanses mostly by privileging macro approaches. In the attempt to paint grand canvases of history, the brushstrokes of global historians have been rather large, sometimes using economic and sociological theories as generalization devices. In practical terms, this has meant an over-reliance on secondary sources rather than the engagement with primary research. It has also meant that the quirky detail, the colorful anecdote, and indeed the personal and subjective have not fared well in recent global historical narrative. It is always difficult to single out examples of bad practice, but let me say that such difficulties have plagued my own work on cotton. A field dominated by a vast secondary literature, my approach to writing a global
history of cotton textiles has been rather macro, therefore glossing over the specificity of individual areas and focusing instead on topics relevant to a preconceived set of questions. Such an approach would however not work for rice. This is not just because of the large number of topics that rice raises and the empirical ground that scholars need to cover. Another important reason is that the history of rice throws at us a series of different questions and is characterized by the co-existence of different scholarly traditions and debates.

As the general introduction and chapters in this book observe, at least two large-scale debates have been at the core of histories of rice: the “black rice thesis” of the Atlantic region and the “agricultural involution” or “growth without development” of early modern China. Both of them deal with issues surrounding the cultivation of rice. The black rice thesis emphasizes the transplantation from West Africa to the Americas of a set of agricultural skills and a system of gendered knowledge. By contrast, agricultural involution underlines instead how rice encouraged small-scale improvements, rather than a search for radical transformation, thus running into the trap of decreasing returns. One is positive, the other rather negative; one is connective, the other fosters comparisons; one is set in the Atlantic, the other in East Asia. There might seem to be little common ground and yet as contributors make it clear, power, gender, the agency of state and individuals, and decision-making processes are common themes that cut across these two broad debates. Similar linkages, contrasts, and mutual comparisons help also at the level of individual factors and micro histories: Is the social cohesion brought about by rice unique to Asian societies? Is the role of labor in the Atlantic so different from Asia in the conveying of knowledge? Is multi-activity associated with rice cultivation everywhere? Are water resources always key to rice cultivation? And so on.

This book thus engages with local experiences and with a micro-set of issues, often conveyed through the expertise of individual contributors. Yet, this is not a simple gathering of precious information that simply adds to our knowledge of rice. Each fact, interpretation, and explanation comes to form a dot in a large canvas. Rather than large strokes, here the big tableau vivant of rice is formed by the mercurial nature of different voices that are in dialogue and sometimes in contrast with each other. The editors made the conscious decision of emphasizing the different logics shown by historical evidence, the malleable lines of evolution and the many differences and dissonances of a history of rice on a global scale. This is a point of radical departure for the simple reason that the vast majority of global history has embraced instead the opposite view in the belief that models or meta-narratives should be the end-point of large-scale historical analysis. Here instead we see a different strategy of presentation and explanation at play. A series of recurrent themes such as economic development, modernization, the role of the state, knowledge and agrarian practices, standardization and homogenization of commodities, and so on are considered through a variety of lenses and are
often contextualized within specific historical and historiographical settings. Yet at the same time authors enter into a dialogue with each other and cluster into at least three major “constellations” on “Purity and Promiscuity,” “Environmental Matters,” and on “Power and Control.”

I would like to conclude my brief analysis by reflecting on the peculiarity of using rice to write global history. By now, it should be clear that rice defies established ways of writing the global as it does not present a linear or unified narrative. There is also a certain non-permeability of area studies (the geographic clustering of historical scholarship) that does not help. The story of rice is also one of moments of profound change accompanied by stasis and of acute opposition between different forces, most evidently local cultivators vs. state administrations or capitalist interests. One might say that especially when we focus on riziculture there is however a great deal of potential for comparative analysis to allow for a deeper understanding of commonalities, differences, and peculiarities. The transfer of agronomical knowledge, of tools, and technologies and the adaptation of rice varieties and systems of cultivations are further global themes of a connective nature. Yet, in a reverse of common expectations, rice turns out to be a “disappointing” global commodity. Today, possibly at the peak of its globalization, only 5–7 percent of the total world rice production is traded internationally. One might ask how much rice is actually a good example of a failed global commodity or even a so-called anti-commodity in which global forces lead to the creation of specific “indigenous” forms of production and in which the global is not about worldwide processes but concerns co-existence of a multitude of different experiences on a global scale. In many ways, this is a global story that brings us back to the local, to the preoccupations of the Indian housewife Damini Gupta or a similar head of household in Bangladesh, Brazil, Cambodia, Laos, Madagascar, Myanmar, Nigeria, or Vietnam, all countries in which rice provides a substantial part of the daily caloric intake. Here we see the potential to see local consuming patterns in the light of global processes and forces. The five centuries of history considered in this book thus provide an insight into the daily lives of cultivators, administrators, businessmen, and consumers who rarely thought of themselves as part of any global history and yet each of them came to be a tile in the mosaic of a large-scale history.
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Figures P.1 a–c assemble data from various contributions in the book to illustrate the diversity of topics and issues of regional approaches to rice that inform the global view (and conversely also how the global view informs regional debates). Lee, for instance, tackles the regional diversity of rice production in early twentieth century China, while Maat, interlinking with such data, highlights contrasts between import and export regions in Dutch East India around the 1910s. (The size of the colored circles reflects import–export balance (adjusted from Smits 1919).) Debates around the African continent in this book underline circulation/flows/exchanges. Gilbert, for instance, discusses the flow of various genotypes into and out of Africa and thus also provides selective data on rice characteristic of various other macro-regions of the world. But Gilbert’s samples do not adequately reflect the importance of indigenous West African rices (*glaberrima*), discussed in the chapters by Mouser and Fields-Black and rendered on Figure P.1b by the ellipses. Regions tackled in the book are highlighted in grey.
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Figure p.1c - Overview map Africa and Americas